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PHY  1200  General  Physics  2/PHY  1400  Advanced 
General Physics 2
You are responsible for remembering and being able to use EVERYTHING from PHY 
1100/1300. PHY 1200/1400 is impossible to understand without the knowledge from 
PHY  1100/1300.  If  you  do  not  remember  PHY  1100/1300,  you  must  review  it 
immediately.

We will be doing even more calculations than in PHY 1100/1300. Have your scientific 
calculator ready!

Many topics in PHY 1200/1400 cover things that are invisible or abstract.  There are 
many  concepts  in  Physics  that  are  defined  Mathematically  and  cannot  be  properly 
interpreted in words. Exercise your imagination!

Part 1: Waves

What is a wave?
A wave is an OSCILLATION (vibration) that TRAVELS forward and carries ENERGY 
with it. A wave travels and is therefore different from, but is still mathematically related 
to an oscillator (which vibrate in place).

In a TRANSVERSE wave, the oscillation direction is PERPENDICULAR to the travel 
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string waves
String waves are a vibration on a string stretched under tension. They are transverse 
waves – vibration direction is perpendicular to traveling direction. String waves are 
most famous for musical instruments like guitars, violins and pianos.

The speed of a wave on a string is (without proof):

 

where  “µ”,  the  Greek  lower  case  letter  “mu”,  is  the  linear  mass  density  (mass  per 
length). Notice: the higher the tension, the higher the wave speed and frequency (and 
vice versa), but the higher the linear density, the lower the wave speed and frequency 
(and vice versa).

sound waves
Sound waves  are  a  mechanical  pressure  oscillation in  matter.  They are  longitudinal 
waves – vibration direction is parallel to traveling direction. Be careful, sound waves in 
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If the two waves are perfectly IN PHASE, they will reinforce each other. This is called 
perfect CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE. The wave displacement and energy adds to 
a total.

 

If  the  wave  is  continuously  reinforced,  the  energy  can  add  up  to  a  large  enough 
amplitude  that  the  string  can  snap.  (Look  up  the  Tacoma  Narrows  Bridge.  It’s  on 
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Part 1: Waves Problems

Problem 1: The Apollo astronauts left three Lunar Ranging Retro-Reflector instruments 
on the Moon to reflect  lasers  fired from the Earth in order to measure the distance 
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Problem: A dolphin emits a sonar sound pulse of 60,000 Hertz at a stationary fish, while 
swimming toward the fish at 10 m/s. What frequency does the dolphin hear, after the 
sound pulse echoes back? The speed of sound in seawater is 1522 m/s.
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or in vector notation: 

 

where “ ” (say “epsilon subscript zero”, or “naught,” if your professor was taught in 
Britain), is the permittivity of free space constant (the electric constant):

 

Notice the Mathematical similarity with Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation:

with

This  Mathematical  similarity implies  a  deep Physical  similarity,  but  Physicists  don’t 
know what it is yet. There are very important differences. Since there are both positive 
and negative charges, electric forces can be both attractive (pull closer) and repulsive 
(push  apart),  while  gravitational  forces  are  always  attractive,  because  there  is  only 
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electric fields
Electric forces are unusual. They are not contact forces. The charges don’t touch, yet 
affect each other. Generally, objects must touch in PHY 1100/1300 for forces to exist. 
Telekinesis doesn’t work for us. How does this work for charges?

Every charge fills the space around it with an invisible electric field (drawn as field lines 
to help us visualize what’s going on), so that it can “reach out” and affect other charges. 
Coulomb’s Law for the electric field of a point charge (in vector notation) is:

 

Note: electric fields may be invisible to human beings, but there are creatures that can 
sense electric fields.

The unit of electric field is N/C (Newtons per Coulomb), or V/m (Volts per meter).

Electric  fields  are  also  vectors.  The  magnitude  is  computed  (be  sure  to  IGNORE 
NEGATIVE SIGNS):

 

The rules for direction are: AWAY FROM A POSITIVE CHARGE in all directions and 
TOWARD A NEGATIVE CHARGE in all directions. 
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Physical meaning. Physics is not Math. Physics is the interpretation of how the Math 
explains reality.

electric flux and Gauss’ Law 
(PHY 1400 only)

Coulomb’s Law is only correct for point charges – charges of zero size, or charges so 
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Part 2: Electric forces and fields Problems

Problem 1: Three charges ,  and  are fixed along a 
line as shown:

What is the net electric force on ?

Solution  1:  I  always  say  that  the  direction  of  a  vector  is  more  important  than  its 
magnitude.  Therefore,  apply the “opposite  charges attract” and “like charges repel” 
rules to the diagram first:

Since there are three charges, there are two forces on .  Compute their magnitudes 
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positive charge is computed as a positive number and a negative charge is computed as 
a negative number.

page  of  pages24 43
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Part 3: Electric potential and potential energy Problems

Problem 1:  Three charges ,   
and   are  fixed  at  three  corners  of  a 
square, 20 cm on each side. What is the net electric 
potential at a point on the other corner?

Solution 1: since electric potential is a scalar, the net 
potential  is  a  simple  algebraic  sum.  (No  vector 
addition.) Remember,  is across the diagonal of the 
square to the point, so :

Remember: it is perfectly normal for electric potentials to compute to very large values.

Problem 2: Two point charges  and 
 are  fixed  to  corners  of  a 

rectangle. The other corners are points A and B. 
How  much  work  is  required  to  move  a  test 
charge   from point A to point B, 
in the diagram:

Solution 2: since there are two charges and two 
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Part 4: Electric current, capacitance and capacitor circuits

When we were learning about electric forces and fields, the charges were not moving. 
We were covering electrostatics.  (Yes,  Newton’s Second Law says that any force can 
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By the way, rheostats and potentiometers are adjustable resistors.

resistivity and internal resistance
Real  metals  are  not  perfect  conductors.  Their  resistance  is  low,  but  not  zero.  Some 
electric energy is lost as heat in real metal wires. (This is how electrical fires can start. If 
the current is too high, the wire gets hot enough that nearby materials can catch fire.) 
The conductive efficiency of metals can be measured by their resistivity, abbreviated 
“𝛒”. Notice: this is the Greek letter, lower case “rho”, which was used for mass density 
in PHY 1100/1300. You’re supposed to tell the difference by context.

The resistance of a real wire is:

Real batteries are not perfect potential sources. They have an internal resistance which 
lowers the voltage produced by the battery. Some of the voltage is lost getting out of a 
real battery. Internal resistance is abbreviated “r”.

Kirchhoff’s Rules
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Part 9: Light and geometric optics

electromagnetic waves
Unlike sound waves, light waves are not mechanical waves – they are not an oscillation 
of matter.

Light is an energy oscillation of perpendicular electric and magnetic fields – light is an 
electromagnetic wave:

and

that travel at a constant speed that is the ratio of electric and magnetic fields:

The fields  are  perpendicular  to  each other,  and both perpendicular  to  the  traveling 
speed. Notice: light waves are three-spatial dimension transverse waves – if E is along 
the x-axis and B is on the y-axis, c will be along the z-axis. Light waves that do not need 
a medium to travel through – they can radiate through a vacuum.

The exact  orientation of  the  fields  compared to  the  traveling direction is  called the 
polarization.

Since  , the constant speed of light in a vacuum:

.
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From longest wavelength/lowest frequency to shortest wavelength/highest frequency, 
they are: radio/microwave/infrared/visible/ultraviolet/x-rays/gamma rays.

Visible light means light that humans can see (with their eyes). Visible light  ranges 
between about 400 nm to 700 nm wavelength. Visible light is further separated into the 
traditional  seven  major  colors  of  the  rainbow  –  red/orange/yellow/green/blue/
indigo/violet – often abbreviated ROY-G-BIV.

The other spectrum bands require special equipment if humans are to perceive them. 
There are some animals that can sense light that humans cannot.

Strictly speaking, light is most properly described by quantum theory, but that is gross 
overkill in most real applications.

reflection
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ray #1: draw a straight line from the top of object, parallel to optical axis until it 
reaches the lens plane, then refract straight through the focal point, and continue 
straight.

ray #2: draw a straight line from the top of object, straight through lens vertex, 
and continuing straight (does not refract).

ray #3: draw straight line from top of object, through the reciprocal focal point 
until it reaches lens plane, then refract parallel to optical axis.

*ray  #3:  if  object  distance  is  less  than  focal  length:  draw  straight  line  from 
reciprocal focal point to the top of object, continuing straight until it reaches lens 
plane;  then  refract  parallel  to  optical  axis,  both  backtracing  and  continuing 
forward. You will need to backtrace ray #1 and #2 now.

for a diverging lens:

ray #1: draw a straight line from the top of object, parallel to optical axis until it 
reaches lens plane, then refract with a straight backtrace from the focal point, 
that continues straight past the lens.

ray #2: draw a straight line from the top of object, straight through lens vertex, 
continuing straight through the focal point (does not refract).

ray #3: draw a straight line connecting the top of object with the reciprocal focal 
point; where this line crosses the lens plane, refract by drawing a straight line 
parallel to optical axis, both backtracing and continuing forward.

Since the three rays begin at the top of object, where they intersect again is the top of the 
image. You are not expected to be a great artist, so your ray trace does not have to be 
perfect, but it does need to be reasonable. For example, the intersection does not have to 
be exact, but it should be close. Spend a dollar and buy a ruler, so that you can draw 
straight lines. Make the ray trace neat, to reasonable scale and fairly large, so that you 
can write on and read off your information.

There are also lens image formulae, of course:

Your ray trace and calculations should match. Note, most lenses are small, with focal 
lengths  measured  in  millimeters.  It  is  often  quicker  to  convert  all  distances  to 
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Remember your sign conventions:

diffraction

in front 
(left of lens)

behind  
(right of lens)

f (focal point) negative 
(diverging)

positive 
(converging)

positive negative

negative (virtual) positive (real)

 (object)do

 (image)di










